
Assignment #9 Elasticity & Price Controls

Elastic Demand

Elasticity of Demand

Explained in less than

2 minutes

1) See the cartoons illustrating the inelastic demand for milk and elastic demand for soda.  Based on the cartoons, make a GUESS below 

on what the difference is between elastic and inelastic demand.  Do not worry if your guess is incorrect.

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/d/demand-elasticity.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/d/demand-elasticity.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/d/demand-elasticity.asp


Elasticity of Demand  = the Slope of a Demand Curve
Question: Do the two demand curves have the same slope?
Answer: No. 
Why? The slope illustrates the sensitivity of quantity demanded to price and depends on a number 
of factors about the product or service in question.
Question: What do the differing slopes of the demand curves indicate? 
Answer: How sensitive the quantity demanded of a product is to a change in price.  

Economists call the sensitivity of demanders to price the “Elasticity of Demand”



Elastic Goods
• Products with Elastic Demand curves 
are very sensitive to price changes 
and are flatter.

• A % change in price leads to a greater
% change in quantity demanded. 

(Ex: a 10% change in price leads to a 
20% change in quantity demanded)

• Another way to phrase it: A small 
increase in price leads to a greater
decrease in quantity demanded.

• Elastic demand has a slope 
(% change in quantity demanded ÷ % 
change in price) of GREATER THAN 1



Inelastic Goods
• Products with Inelastic Demand 
curves are NOT very sensitive to 
price changes and are steeper.

• A % change in price leads to a 
smaller % change in quantity 
demanded. (Ex:  a 10% change in 
price leads to a 5% change in 
quantity demanded)

• Another way to phrase it: A large 
increase in price leads to a smaller
decrease in quantity demanded.

• Inelastic demand has a slope 

(% change in quantity demanded ÷
% change in price) of LESS THAN 1

2) Explain in your own words what the slope of a demand curve has to do with elasticity.  What is the difference between the slope of 

elastic & inelastic goods.



3) Explain the difference 

between perfectly elastic

and perfectly inelastic

demand.  Explain 

examples in your own 

words.



Factors that influence Elasticity of Demand?

Are there close substitutes for product?
 If few substitutes exist, then demand is more inelastic. 

 Ex:  Prom Tickets

Is the product more a necessity or luxury?
 If a good or a service is more of a necessity, then demand is more inelastic 

 Ex: Milk for kids

What proportion of income is spent on product?
 If the good or service is inexpensive, then demand is more inelastic.  

 Ex:  Shoelaces

• How urgently is the product needed?
 If item is needed badly right away, then the demand is more inelastic.  

 Ex:  Bottled water when you are really thirsty.



See the 4 products below.  Is Demand Elastic or Inelastic?  Why?
Factors that Influence the Elasticity of Demand:  

Substitutes, Necessity, % of Income, Urgency

Soda

Heart Surgery Salt

Gasoline
Inelastic

Few substitutes.
Can be necessary.
Somewhat urgent.

Inelastic

Necessary.
No real 

substitutes. 
Very urgent.

Elastic

Many substitutes.
Not necessary.

Not urgent.

Inelastic

Small % of income. 
No good substitute.

4) Briefly explain the 4 main factors that can influence elasticity of demand.  Explain examples in your own words.



Review:  What you need to know:
• More elastic demand curves are flat

• More inelastic demand curves are steep

• Elastic means Quantity Demanded is sensitive to price changes

• Inelastic means Quantity Demanded is insensitive to price changes

BONUS KNOWLEDGE – Elasticity of Demand and Revenue for Suppliers

• A Price Rise for elastic goods = Decreased Total Revenue for a supplier

Ex: When airlines increase ticket prices, they lose revenue 

• A Prices Rise for inelastic goods = Increased Total Revenue for a supplier
Ex:  When oil companies raises gas prices, they increase revenue

6 Minute Video Reviewing 

Elasticity of Demand

5) Give another example of a product with Elastic Demand and one with Inelastic demand.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HHcblIxiAAk&t=235s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HHcblIxiAAk&t=235s


Elasticity of Supply
What about the Elasticity of Supply?

Q:  Are All Firms (Suppliers) Equally Sensitive to Price?

A:  No

Elasticity of Supply Explained in TWO Minutes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4cHWVRsta3U


Q:  What does the slope of the supply curve indicate about a product or service? 

A:  How sensitive the quantity supplied is to a change in price.

Q: Do all supply curves have the same slope?

A: No. The slope (sensitivity of quantity supplied to price) depends on many 

factors about the product or service in question.

Economists call the sensitivity of SUPPLIERS to price the “Elasticity of Supply”

Elasticity of Supply  = the Slope of a Supply Curve

Steeper Slope = INELASTIC Supply = Small change in Quantity supplied when price changes

Flatter Slope = ELASTIC Supply = Larger change in Quantity supplied when price changes

Slope of LESS THAN 1 = Inelastic

Slope of GREATER THAN 1 = Elastic

6) Explain in your own words what the slope of a supply curve has to do with elasticity.  

What is the difference between the slope of elastic & inelastic goods?



Factors that Influence Elasticity of Supply Explained in Three and a half minutes

Many factors can influence how sensitive a producer is to price including

1) Time to Produce…Long time = Inelastic Supply & Short Time = Elastic Supply
2) Factors (Supplies) Needed to Produce…Many = Inelastic Supply & Few = Elastic Supply

3) Capacity to Produce…Little = Inelastic Supply & Lots = Elastic Supply

4) Inventory of Product…Little = Inelastic Supply & Lots = Elastic Supply

Examples: A 20% increase in the price 

consumers are willing to pay will impact a 

supplier of candy much more in the short 

run than a supplier of bicycles…WHY?

Bicycle Supply = Inelastic Supply
Longer Time to Produce & More Parts Needed

Candy = Elastic Supply
Quick Production Time, Fewer/Cheaper Supplies 

needed & greater Inventory & Capacity

Other examples:

Fresh Fruit = Inelastic…why?

Bottled Water = Elastic…why?

7) Describe an example of a product that has elastic supply and

one that has inelastic supply.   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=27w0_Tdr9Ws


Price Controls (Government Mandated Floors & Ceilings)
Q: Why would a democratic government try and control prices in a Free Market ?

A: When the majority of voters feel there is Market Failure

Price Floor = A MINIMUM PRICE set by the 
government that is ABOVE MARKET EQUILIBRIUM; 

Legal exchange is not allowed below the given price.  

Ex:  Minimum Wage

Price Ceiling = A MAXIMUM PRICE set by 
government that is BELOW MARKET EQUILIBRIUM; 

Legal exchange not allowed above this price. 

Ex: Rent Control

Price Floors & Ceilings Explained in SIX minutes

Price Floors and Ceilings Explained in FOUR minutes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XgBPAucs-W4&list=PL336C870BEAD3B58B&index=16
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1EzY4Vl460U


Benefits ? Costs ?

Price Floors Example – Minimum Wage

What if the California Minimum Wage was raised to $15 

per hour?

Price Ceilings Example - Rent Control

What if Marin County limited rent increases landlords 

could charge to existing tenants to 1% per year?

8) What is a price floor and what are some of the benefits & costs of a government mandated price floor like minimum wage?

9) What is a price ceiling are some of the benefits and costs of a government mandated price ceiling like rent control?



Minimum Wage: A Government imposed Price Floor is intended to 

protect workers but leads to a surplus of workers…why?

Rent Control: A Government imposed Price Ceiling is

intended to protect renters but leads to a shortage of 

apartments…why?

10) Draw a price ceiling and a price floor on the graphs below. 

Indicate which policy would create a surplus and which would create a shortage.


